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and diameter- (diagonal-) numbers respectively. The law of formation of those numbers is explained by Thcon of Smyrna, and is as follows.1 The unit, being tho beginning of all things, must be potentially both a wide and a diameter. Consequently we begin with two units, the one being the first side, which we will call «,, the other being the first diameter, which wo will call rfj.
The, second side and diameter («2, rfa) are formed from tb'c first, tho third side and diameter («3, rfn) from the second, and so on, as follows:
d2 ~ 2 a, + dt,
Since a, = rft = 1, it follows tlitit
aa = 1 + 1 =   a,     f/u = 2 . 1 + 1 =  3,
«3 = 2 + 3 =    5,      (t,= 2.2 + 3=   7, tt4 = G + 7 = I 2,     d4 = 2 . 6 + 7 = I 7, and so on.
TliGon states, with reference to these numbers, the general proposition that
c£n2 = 2<v+l,
and ho observes (1) that tho signs alternate as successive d'n and a'B am taken, rf,2~2a12 being equal to — I,rf2*~ 2"»* equal to + 1, f/32— 2a32 equal to — 1, and so on, while (2) tho sum of tho squares of all the c/'s will be doublo of tho squares of all the a's. [If tho number of successive terms in each series is finite, it is of course necessary that the number should be oven.]
The properties stated depend on the truth of the following identity
for, i£ scty be numbers which satisfy one of tho two equations 2a:2-i/3= +1,
the formula (if true) giv.es us two higher numbers, x + y and 2a; + y, which satisfy the other of the two equations.
Not only ia tho identity true, but wo know from Proeliw 1 Thoon of Smyrna, pp. 43, 44.

